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Once upon a time, a princess had the 
idea to make a Pretty Thing. The king 
proclaimed that all the creatures of the 

kingdom would help build the Pretty Thing for 
his daughter. 

A Little UX was reading in the village library 
when he heard the commotion out in the court-
yard.
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“My Pretty Thing will have bouncy bells!” 
the princess proclaimed. 

“Yes, your majesty,” the Little UX said, “but 
who has expressed a need for bouncy bells?”

“Did I mention that it will have wonderful 
whistles, too?” the princess asked.

“Yes, your majesty,” the Little UX replied, “But 
perhaps we should figure out who we want us-
ing the bells and whistles.”

And so they did.
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Days passed. As the Little UX was writing 
up notes from a focus group of 200-year-

old trolls, a birdie whispered in his ear that the 
project’s wizards were having trouble picking 
the right spells to conjure up the princess’ Pretty 
Thing.
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The Little UX walked all day and all night to 
get to MagicVillage.

“What seems to be the problem?” he asked the 
first wizard he came across. 
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Instead of answering, the wizard led the Little 
UX to the square at the middle of MagicVil-

lage where the princess had posted her orders. 

The orders said:

“What The Princess Wants:

“1. Bouncy bells

“2. Whistles (and please make them wonder-
ful)”

What The Princess 
Wants:
1. Bouncy bells
2. Whistles (and 
please make
them wonderful)
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Using the wisdom he’d gained from talk-
ing with the princess as well as groups of 

trolls, hobbits, shepherds and fairies, the Little 
UX created a list of specific tasks the Pretty 
Thing would need to address.

Based on those tasks, the wizards quickly pro-
duced seven scrolls, each containing a different 
spell. They put the scrolls in a sack for the Little 
UX and pointed him in the direction of Witch 
Mountain.
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The Little UX climbed all day and all night 
to get to the top of Witch Mountain. There 

he met the princess who had flown down from 
10,000 feet on the back of a magical dragon.

The Little UX showed the princess the list of 
tasks he’d created for the wizards and then he 
showed her the seven scrolls.

The princess started to cry.
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“Now that I see what is going to be built, I 
don’t think I like this Pretty Thing,” she 

said.

“My princess, what would you like to change?” 
the UX asked as calmly as he could.

“I’m thinking wonderful bells and bouncy 
whistles ... and it should be the same color blue 
as my eyes!” she said.
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The Little UX talked to the princess for three 
days and at the end of the third day, she fi-

nally agreed not to start the project over.

The witches started casting spells, but parts 
of the Pretty Thing started to appear in all sorts 
of silly places. The Little UX ran around the vil-
lage collecting the parts, took a coil of strong 
wire and built a frame to hold the parts togeth-
er.
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The Little UX asked the head witch to cast 
her spells again following the frame of 

wire he’d built as a guide.

The head witch had been casting spells for 
more years than the Little UX had been alive. 
She didn’t see the need to change the way she 
did her magic and so she only agreed to re-cast-
ing some of the Pretty Thing parts. When the 
Little UX asked when the rest of the parts would 
be available, the old witch croaked “V2.”
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Finally, the Pretty Thing was ready for its 
maiden voyage. 
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The princess thanked the witches for their 
work and then she leaned down from her 

seat on the Pretty Thing and kissed the Little 
UX on the forehead.

“I shall never forget you and the wisdom you 
have shown me,” she said.

And then she flew the Pretty Thing deep into 
cyberspace where it still is this day.
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Unfortunately, the princess married a 
prince from another kingdom and never 

returned to the area. She never made revisions 
to the Pretty Thing as the needs of its users 
changed and so it fell into disrepair and was 
seldomly accessed.

Years later, the Little UX heard that the prin-
cess had built another Pretty Thing for her new 
kingdom.

It was blue, very pretty and practically useless.

THE END.



Making Room for a Little 
UX

Definition Back-end design Implementation



Success Without Ownership

Frequently, someone else 
owns product definition

 The little UX brought the user into the 
conversation when princess got 
distracted by bells and whistles.

 You may not be the only voice calling 
for better definition, but you frequently 
will be the first.



Success Without Ownership

Frequently, someone else 
owns requirements

 The little UX fleshed out an incomplete set of 
requirements by introducing user tasks to the 
process.

 Tech teams don’t always push back on bad 
requirements.
 Tend to act more like “services” than UX 

professionals

 Tend to be rewarded more for delivery of specific work than quality of the 
overall solution

 Tend to have less experience solving problems with user needs



Success Without Ownership

Frequently, someone else 
owns implementation

 The little UX brought cohesion to the 
disjointed work of the witches by 
focusing on what users would see at 
launch. 

 Processes for implementation are not
always geared towards maximizing the user experience.
Highly effective user experiences don’t just happen.



Acceptance is not Buy-In

Everybody loves the user … until it gets 
in way of their
personal desires.

 Even as discovery was 
going on, the impatient 
princess commanded 
her wizards to build 
based on her flawed 
product definition.

 If you’re forcing the user into the process, you can 
expect to solve the same problem again and again 
for each phase of the development process.

What The Princess
Wants:
Bouncy bells
Whistles (and please
make them wonderful)



Acceptance is not Buy-In

Everybody loves the user … until it 
hurts.

 When she first sees a user-
centric definition of the product, 
the princess bursts into tears.

 People may agree to all of your 
work, but as soon as there is 
pain, you may need to start 
building consensus all over 
again.



Acceptance is not Buy-In

Even common tools are not commonly 
understood.

 The head witch had no intention of taking the 
wireframes seriously.

 UX professionals usually take UX tools more seriously 
than anybody else on the project.



Another Fairy Tale

Once upon a time, a UX manager was 
king.

 I’ve heard of that story, but it’s never been my 
experience.

 My experience:
1. Managing the user experience in the real world requires tactics 

up and down the “conceptual ladder.”

2. A mandate for the management of the user experience can 
never be assumed.



Tips for UX Management in
the Real World

If it’s missing, force the user experience into a 
product’s definition.

 Nobody else will.

Adjust requirements to help make the user 
unavoidable.

 Include user tasks, satisfy user goals and define the ideal user 
experience.

Offer solutions for every problem
you raise.

 It builds credibility for UX work.



Tips for UX Management in
the Real World

Be ready to work harder than the people 
in all of the other departments.

 Take ownership of the minutia nobody else wants.

Enjoy the little successes, but don’t take
them at face value.

 Short-term gains don’t necessarily stick.

Don’t assume a successful project will 
affect the next.



Other UX Tales

How does the user experience get baked 
into your projects?

Have you succeeded without ownership?

What have been your biggest challenges 
in managing UX resources?

What large UX issues have you 
successfully addressed?




